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Résumé/Abstract

Afin d’analyser la ville en tant que société technologique, il est nécessaire de se concentrer sur les phénomènes à moyen terme. Le cadre d’analyse de Polanyi/Akerman est utilisé pour effectuer une étude mésoanalytique de l’histoire urbaine du Canada pendant la période 1850-1914. L’armature urbaine au Canada est considérée comme marginale par rapport à celle des États-Unis, de la même façon que les régions de l’Atlantique et de l’Ouest le sont par rapport au Canada central. Ce type de rapport modifie l’impact que les changements technologiques et industriels devraient avoir sur le schéma de développement de l’espace urbain.

In order to analyze cities as social technologies, it is necessary to focus on middle-range phenomena. The Polanyi/Akerman framework is used to carry out a meso-analytical survey of Canadian urban history in the 1850-1914 period. The Canadian urban system is seen as marginal to the American system in the same way that the Atlantic and Western regions are marginal to Central Canada. This relationship modifies the expected impact of technological and industrial change on the pattern of urban development.

INTRODUCTION

In a book published some ten years ago,² it was suggested that cities were total social phenomena — a label used by anthropologist Marcel Mauss to refer to complex phenomena expressing themselves simultaneously in all sorts of institutions — religious, legal, economic, political, and social³. The intent was to emphasize the fact “la ville est... le plus grand objet fabriqué par les hommes, probablement l’un des plus complexes”⁴ and that it should be analyzed as such. Although as an anthropologist, Mauss described such phenomena in archaic societies, he did not produce a tool box to investigate them. But even without the existence of effective tools of analysis, the concept provided some insights and looked promising as a searchlight, as evidenced by other work in Canadian socio-economic history.⁵ However, those were the days when the most eminent and astute students of the city were discouraging further theorizing and putting the emphasis on the need for more sociographic research and monographic material on individual cities.⁶ So work along that line was abandoned.

With the benefit of hindsight, this may not have been a wise decision. For it is not unfair to say that after yet another decade of good monographs guided by somewhat inadequate conceptual frameworks, and by now more than sixty years of serious work, we are still without a clear understanding of what makes the specificity of the city and of what underpins the success or failure of the urbanization process in different milieux. It may therefore be that there is some merit in re-opening the search for more comprehensive conceptual frameworks capable of guiding inquiries into the urban process and generating analyses of cities as evolutionary social phenomena.

One cannot think of more auspicious circumstances for such an exploratory essay than a trans-national/trans-disciplinary congress. This is not the place for a review of the weaknesses of the traditional analyses of cities and of the urbanization process. But it is crucial to bear in mind the main problems as one searches for alternatives. Leonard Reissman has mentioned two basic sources of difficulties: (1) the great oversimplification and the excessive reductionism in the analysis, and (2) the static nature of these analyses.⁷ The sort of analytical framework that would appear to be required would have to be able to accommodate the complexity and the evolutionary character of the city.

We shall argue that in order to be able to analyze the city as a social technology and the urbanization process as a transformation in the social architecture of socio-economies, one must avoid focusing on change in the city to the exclusion of change of the city (a distinction introduced by Harvey Lithwick in Canadian debates), and one must focus the analysis at the meso-level, i.e., on the middle-range phenomena instead of being satisfied with microscopic vignettes of street corner societies or with macroscopic vistas on the process of urbanization.

The next section outlines briefly the main features of the Polanyi/Akerman framework we have found useful to carry our meso-analytical study of the evolution of the Canadian socio-economy over time. Section 3 shows how this framework might deal with the urban process and suggests a basic leitmotiv of the process of urban growth in Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Section 4 illustrates the usefulness of the framework in the Canadian context in general.

The emphasis of the paper, as one might have already gathered, will bear much more on the definition of a useful angle of vision to analyze the urban process than on the review of the
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burgeoning literature on the Canadian urban process. Some of the relevant studies will be mentioned in passing. The reader interested in a guided tour of the Canadian literature should refer to the *Urban History Review* published since February 1972, and to the volumes edited by Gilbert Stelter and Alan Artibise.8

**Socio-Economy as Instituted Process: Basic Sub-processes and Meta-processes**

History amounts to a series of and explanations pertaining to a variety of objects which may be partitioned into three categories according to Popper's terminology: World 1, World 2 and World 3. World 1 refers to the “world of material things;” World 2, to the “subjective world of mind;” and World 3, to the “world of objective structures which are the products, not necessarily intentional, of mind or living creatures but which once produced exist independently of them.”9 According to Popper, it is in the nature of history to describe and understand the dynamics of the evolutionary process of this pluralistic universe without reducing it to some determinism from either World 1 or World 2.10

It can be argued that social change in a broad sense can best be investigated by concentrating on the evolvement of World 3 (institutions, customs, laws, property rights and the like), on the examination of the objective characteristics of World 3 and transactions between man and his World 3 creations. For World 3 entities maintain an objectivity and an autonomy which throw much more light on human consciousness and on the physical world than vice-versa.11

World 3 entities institute the socio-economic process in order to harmonize the pressures from the other two worlds: they develop as a result of interactions between the geo-technical constraints of World 1 and the values, plans and preferences emanating from World 2, fitting, so to speak, values and plans within the geo-technical circumstances of the environment. Finding out about World 3 and about the dynamics of World 3 is to focus on the locus of social change, and explaining social change amounts to explaining how and why the socio-economy gets instituted differently from place to place and from time to time.12

The choice of approaching a socio-economy through its World 3 entities (i.e., through its rules of operation and structure of institutions) means that one has to deal with it as an on-going process, as a going concern. Our image of the socio-economy becomes therefore, (in the parlance of Michel Crozier) a “crudely regulated system of games” and the central problem for the analyst is to determine: (1) what are the basic games in the system, (2) how the different games can be defined by their boundaries, duration, actors, component activities and sequences of on-going operations, and (3) how the different structured games can be composed into an image of the overall socio-economy.13

As a first approximation in the partitioning of the socio-economic process into sub-processes or basic games, we have adopted a somewhat modified version of the scheme used by Akerman in his study of the comparative development of the western world in the modern age.14 It breaks down the overall process into a number of sub-processes that correspond to Akerman's best estimate of an effective structuration i.e., a set of separable games into which the socio-economic process is decomposable.15

Our modified Akerman scheme suggests that there are six basic sub-processes of which it may be said safely that, amongst the “forces motrices,” “elles sont les plus importantes et qu’une reconstitution théorique doit les prendre en considéra-

**A Meso-Analytic Perspective and an Evolutionary View**

It has been mentioned often that the major source of disagreement among urbanologists is the fundamental choice of the approach: is the city a unique event to be scrutinized under the microscope or should one examine the process of urbanization through some macroscope? (Handlin versus Lampard,19 to use the champions of both sides.) It would appear to us that this dichotomy is an unhelpful one for even if single cities have to be X-rayed, one requires some framework to ensure that the basic variables have been touched and looked at, while the macroanalytical approach must be able to descend onto specific urban realities and to throw some light on them. The two basic approaches battling it out in the literature would appear to be polar cases; what is needed is a focus on middle-range phenomena which can help guide the analysis of single cities while serving as a mechanism to bring down to finer dimensions the broad adjustments at the aggregate level.

Such a meso-analytical perspective focuses on phenomena like cities or business systems; i.e., phenomena which are characterized by organizational features, by systems of inter-relationships which are in some sense structured games. These phenomena are more complex than and different from the decision-making by individuals or groups at the micro level and more complex than and different from the empirical regularities at the macro level. They embody in their institutional features the very rules of the game which have come to be the social armistices for a given place or time.
The form of the city, very much like the form of the enterprise/business system constitutes a set of rules, a socio-technical system which must be understood as a whole, as a unit. In this way, the middle-range phenomenon can elicit what were the dominant forces at work in particular cases while enabling the researcher to capture the common features of broader adjustment mechanisms.

There is a whole literature that has developed methods of analysis at this level. While it remains somewhat diffuse in very different areas of endeavor, it is clear that under slightly different names, the same craving and the same need for a different approach are both expressed and experimented with. The results are also rather impressive.21

In one perspective a city is an organization form, a socio-technical system which may have many characteristic ways and idiosyncratic features very much like an enterprise but which cannot be however to an instrumental dimension. The city as an evolutionary process may well have a rationale without there being a plan or a vital force moving the process. A particular city as a socio-technical system will acquire different characteristics depending on the confluence of sub-processes at work and on the shocks or "events" disturbing the process from the outside.

The particular characteristics of the city evolve as a result of a large number of rounds of adaptation by agents and groups (in the city and outside), but also of adoption by the city (and its broader circumstances) of different agents or groups. The adaptation/adoption dynamics is the mechanism through which the socio-economy gets structured and the city emerges, evolves, acquires new traits — as if through a process of sedimentation.22

There is always a temptation to 'explain' the emergence or the transformation of a city by reference to a single sub-process — demography, machino-facture, the will of a social group — and one can always find some evidence to back up one's presumption. There is nearly always in the heart of the researcher a preference for simple and single causation, so that it may well be that one could be swayed by some correlation between two variables or activities into believing that a mechanical one-to-one relation of cause to effect exists. A much wiser course of action might be to insist on a thorough examination of the six basic sub-processes and of their inter-relationships in order to ascertain which of the sub-processes might be dominant.

In the same manner, one might search, at the level of the basic sub-processes, for the reasons why the broad meta-process of urbanization was more or less successful in different places, proceeding with different speed and fortune in different milieux. One need not block the analysis at a macroscopic level à la Lampard where the accommodation between population and environment is mediated by technology and organization. In order to understand how this accommodation works in particular contexts, one must dis-aggregate the analysis. Unless, of course, one wishes to postulate tautologically that all such accommodations always proceed smoothly through the workings of an 'invisible hand' ensuring the right technology-cum-organization which fits the population optimally within its environment.

One might, indeed, be able to reconstrue in this manner the specific mixture of sub-processes which gave rise to urbanization as a meta-process and the manner in which this meta-process in turn fed into itself triggering some sort of Innisian "cyclonics."23 In that sense, a meso-analytical perspective is probably a good way to make Lampard's 'broad framework' more operational.24

If there is one common source of unease in both these literatures, it is that one almost always senses that the reduc-

tionism (be it to a 'causal' sub-process or to some macro-analytical adjustment mechanism) leads to some over-explanation. Unintended consequences have little or no place in studies which ascribe to conscious adaptation or planning the existence or evolution of a city; and the reference to quasi-cosmic forces like technology à la Ellul postulates a vital force which can only be exorcised, not analyzed. In both cases, we are reminded that nothing is less rational than rationalizations.25

One need not be trapped into such over-explanations. Loose constructs (problématiques) as conceptual frameworks and methods which do not subject the problématique to undue or even harsh 'methodological cruelty' (i.e., soft methodologies), are more in order in this context.26 It might be useful to remind ourselves that the evidence compiled and adduced in most historical arguments would not be regarded as acceptable in any court of law. Up to now in social history and in urban history, the set questions guiding the researcher have often been too rigidly defined, and the methodologies, too crude. This has resulted in a certain disenchantment for more formalized historical investigations and a dubious confirmation that the old characteristic way of the historian is still the best.

Our basic point is that the Polanyi/Akerman scheme might very well provide the right set of guiding questions. As we shall see in the next section, it allows one to categorize rather easily a number of the studies already done on the Canadian scene and it suggests a number of directions for research. This is central for the capacity to generate new questions; the basic heuristic power of the problématique is its primary quality.

SNAPSHOTS OF THE CANADIAN SCENE (1850-1914)

Within the context of this framework, the central question raised by the theme of this session has to do with the impact of somewhat ill-defined forces labelled technical and industrial evolution on the growth of Canadian cities. On the face of it, these forces would appear to pertain mainly to the production/exchange process but, as we shall see, their impact cannot be ascertained without their being fitted within the context of the six basic sub-processes.

An examination of these six sub-processes broke down the period 1850-1914 into three sub-periods: (1) from 1850 to 1873, (2) from 1873 to 1896, and (3) from 1896 to 1914. While this breakdown is rough and our characterization of the sub-periods extremely sketchy, it corresponds to three relatively distinct phases of what one might call the meta-process of industrialization in Canada.27

Phase (1) is a period of economic and political integration of the St. Lawrence lowlands: extension of the agricultural frontier in Southern Ontario, near-completion of the railroad system from the Great Lakes to the Atlantic, and the beginning of manufacturing industry in Ontario and Quebec. Canadian manufacturing becomes a bit more diversified under protection by the new federal state. This is a period of heavy capital inflow and heavy immigration, especially in the first decade, and one in which factory complexes begin to develop significantly in central Canadian cities. The whole social configuration of Canada is being changed: a new urban proletariat, a new generation of entrepreneurs, and new urban institutions emerge.

Phase (2) is controversial; it is referred to by some as a "breathing spell," by others as "the Great Depression," and by most as a period of growth at a reduced rate. Those are years of explicit promotion of industrialization by government and of national integration by a transcontinental railroad and a "National Policy." One notes the beginning of American direct investment and with it, the transfer of technology, but also...
massive emigration from certain portions of the country towards the United States.

Phase (3) is a period of unsurpassed growth. With the increasing prosperity in Europe and in the United States and the opening of the West as free accessible American land became scarce, there was a strong stimulation to immigration of both labour and capital. This was also the period of the opening of the mining frontier in the North and the beginning of hydro-electric developments. Manufacturing thrived on these new markets which at the same time provided new raw materials for the development of new industries. As Meier puts it: “The average annual rate of increase in manufacturing production was as high as 7.5 per cent between 1896-1900 and 1911-1913, a rate only surpassed by Japan.”38 In World War I, Canada emerged as a political economy characterized by a pluralist population, a strong central state and a more widely diversified economic and social base.

By the middle of the nineteenth century (i.e., before industrialization), Canada had already evolved a network of cities: Halifax, Saint John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, London, Kingston, Hamilton, and Toronto were the largest. It would appear to be the consensus of those who have studied the urban process that:

in most respects the change in the system in the first three decades after 1881 were relatively minor adjustments. Toronto replaced Quebec as the second city, and several manufacturing towns in Southern Ontario grew to almost 10,000 in population (Guelph, St. Catharines, Brantford and Belleville), forming a second tier of cities behind the original nine. The changes in the urban hierarchy were more dramatic and basic after 1881. Perhaps the most significant was the relative growth of the two largest cities. Montreal and Toronto previously had been only marginally larger than those ranked third and fourth, but after 1881 these two began to assume some of the characteristics of primate cities, outdistancing their nearest rivals by three and four times. Equally dramatic was the sudden appearance of the western cities, led by Winnipeg and Vancouver, which mushroomed to third and fourth place by 1921.24

It would be very simple-minded to ascribe to the factory process and to innovations in the techniques of production and/or organization of labour the restructuring of the urban network in Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In a small, open, dependent and balkanized socio-economic structure — the number of artisans will obviously decline as the factory system and new forms of organization of work become more popular. In a sense, this may constitute the major impact of technical and industrial evolution. It is not inconsequential, for with this growing urban proletariat, a new urban society — a new type of city — is developing. However, the varied experiences of other Canadian cities (besides Toronto and Montreal) show that the impact of that factor has been mediated and transformed considerably by the other sub-processes.

In fact, our very preliminary observations might even raise the possibility that the well-known process of differentiation/specialization at the core of the industrial urbanization process à la Lampert might not apply in Canada. Canadian cities may have grown in exactly the reverse way, i.e., by a process of aggregation and integration instead of as a result of a process of specialization and disintegration.34

The available studies on intra-city changes in Canada, on the other hand, suggest that technical and industrial evolution has had a relatively more significant impact in cities and on intra-city life, than on the urban network as a whole. Goheen’s work on Toronto and the work of the Groupe de recherche sur la Société montréalaise would appear to indicate an increasing degree of differentiation within the cities.32 But even at this level and despite the evidence adduced by the 1882 Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Enquire into the Working of Mills and Factories of the Dominion and the Labor Employed therein and the 1889 report of the Royal Commission on the Relations of Labor and Capital, it is not clear that technical and industrial evolution has done more than accelerate a process of differentiation already well under way.

This may be truer for Toronto and Montreal than for other Canadian cities. But it would hardly constitute the basic force capable of explaining the inner structuring of all Canadian cities.

As for the evidence of transiency, poverty, and ghettoization, they constitute phenomena noted in Quebec City at the turn of the nineteenth century.33 There was obviously a decline of the artisans, but again this had been well under way by the 1850s. By the middle of the century, artisans and labourers account for approximately the same proportion of the Toronto occupational structure — the number of artisans will obviously decline as the factory system and new forms of organization of work become more popular. In a sense, this may constitute the major impact of technical and industrial evolution. It is not inconsequential, for with this growing urban proletariat, a new urban society — a new type of city — is developing. However, the varied experiences of other Canadian cities (besides Toronto and Montreal) show that the impact of that factor has been mediated and transformed considerably by the other sub-processes.

Given the many different factors used in the explanation of the evolution of intra-urban and exo-urban realities, there has been a tendency in Canada to fall back on a general explanation of urban development in terms of “an abstracted schematization of the metropolis-hinterland relationships which... provides a frame and scale ranging from the highest and most ‘citified’ level of urban places to the most ‘countrified’ level... of Canadian society.” (Careless) This metropolitanism problématique has come to be widely accepted in Canada even though it has been attacked as somewhat empty by S.D. Clark and others. Even Stelter would appear to suggest that the “major, if not the determining, factor... may well have been the size and prosperity of the surrounding hinterland” when one tries to understand the winners and losers in the Canadian urban network in the period from 1850 to 1920.35

The very vagueness of the terms and the fact that Careless explicitly states that this schematization “does not cover actual cases in their wide variety,” completely immunize the scheme against refutation but also make it rather unhelpful in guiding specific analyses. Moreover, the dialectic metropolis-hinterland and the “on-going symbiotic relationship” (Careless) between urbanization and regionalization becomes rather confusing when Careless adds that “what may stand as ‘metropolitan’ in one regional context may be seen in an hinterland relationship in another, broader or international frame.”36

Even though this problématique may not have much heuristic power, it serves, however, as a reminder that there
may be dangers in ‘closing’ the region when analyzing the ‘city’ and that there may be dangers in separating intra-urban from exo-urban analyses. For instance, the extent of foreign control concomitant with Canadian industrialization and the dependency links it creates are only one side of the coin; foreign ownership will cast certain regions of the country under an economic shadow (in the sense of Michael Ray). The unwillingness of parent companies to establish subsidiaries there will simply mean that urban growth shall be stunted. Through branch plants, the American cities will often create a replica effect in Canadian cities regarded as profitable hosts. This is one of the reasons why Montreal has an economic structure closer to the structure of Boston or New York and why Toronto has an economic structure closer to those of Detroit or Chicago. A study of the investment process would not only determine which cities would be “adopted” and which ones would not, but also go a long way toward explaining the sectoral and occupational structure of the “adopted” ones.

A preliminary examination of the different sub-processes for the period from 1850 to 1914 shows that (to a different degree according to the sub-period), continental transfers do occur and do matter. Loss of population to the United States, capital and technology inflows transferring into Canada the American System of Manufacture, are examples of such links emerging between the American centre and the Canadian periphery. One might perhaps refer to an “emprise de structure” à la Perroux already shaping up at the turn of the century and moulding the Canadian urban system. Easterbrook has examined the ways in which those centre/periphery or centre/margin relationships tend to generate a “persistence pattern” with a pronounced shift at the margin “to routinized technological change and a hardening of the institutional framework in which such change proceeds.” He also mentions that Canada and some portions of the American south have fallen into dependency vis-à-vis the dominant northeastern complex of the United States in this very way. Consequently, it may be wise to search for a continental adjustment mechanism in the 1850-1914 period. This has been the counsel of many Canadian historians like Albert Faucher. Such studies can only proceed in a comparative mode and the Congress of Americanists would appear to be the obvious vehicle to promote such studies.

CONCLUSION

It should be clear from the previous discussion that we feel that reference to technology and industry does not suffice in an attempt to explain the growth of the urban network and the changing composition and structure of cities in the period between 1850 and 1914. The relationship between technology and industry on the one hand, and cities on the other, must be analyzed through a disaggregated framework, at the meso-level, and it can generate the most useful results if it is conducted on a continental basis, in a comparative mode.

In the meantime, we may have found in Professor Easterbrook’s work some of the reasons why the industrial revolution might not have transformed our Canadian urban system as much as we would have expected.

NOTES

6. "We need fewer studies of the city in history than the history of cities. However usefully the history of cities may be, only the detailed tracing of an immense range of variables, in context, will illuminate the dynamics of the processes here outlined." Oscar Handlin, "The Modern City as a Field of Historical Study," in O. Handlin and J. Burchard, eds., The Historian and the City (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1963), pp. 25.
9. The distinction between World 1, World 2 and World 3 is expounded in K.R. Popper, Objective Knowledge (New York, Oxford Univ. Press 1972). The exact expressions used in the test to characterize them are borrowed from B. Magee, Popper (London: Fontana, 1973), p. 60. Indeed much of this section 2 of the paper borrows heavily from our paper “Pour une méso-histoire du XIXe siècle canadien” to be published in La Revue d'histoire de l'Amérique française, especially sections 2 and 5.
11. Ibid., chap. 3, pp. 111 ff.
12. The idea of an economy as instituted process has been expounded by Karl Polanyi. He has put the emphasis on the transcending importance of institutions and of the instituting of the economic process. He has also focused attention on the central importance of “the study of the manner in which the economic process gets instituted at different times and places.” K. Polanyi, "The Economy and Instituted Processes," in K. Polanyi, Primitive, Archaic and Modern Economies (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971) p. 149.
17. The analogy might be the reconstruction of the main features of the human body through the super-imposition of transparencies defining the nervous system, the muscular system, the blood system, etc. It might be suggested that each of the sub-processes work according to certain rules which are sufficiently stable to be sketched at a given point in time but which are only from the ‘working’ of the basic processes as a whole that the main features of the whole can be ascertained. This is the manner in which a useful partitioning in space and time can be arrived at with some basis to establish the source of the break in space or of the discontinuity in time.
20. These social armistices are obviously some forms of precarious equilibrium: they are temporary rules of the game which are always in process of change as the game changes.
22. These social armistices are obviously some forms of precarious equilibrium: they are temporary rules of the game which are always in process of change as the game changes.
24. The analogy might be the reconstruction of the main features of the human body through the super-imposition of transparencies defining the nervous system, the muscular system, the blood system, etc. It might be suggested that each of the sub-processes work according to certain rules which are sufficiently stable to be sketched at a given point in time but which are only from the ‘working’ of the basic processes as a whole that the main features of the whole can be ascertained. This is the manner in which a useful partitioning in space and time can be arrived at with some basis to establish the source of the break in space or of the discontinuity in time.
27. These social armistices are obviously some forms of precarious equilibrium: they are temporary rules of the game which are always in process of change as the game changes.


25. On the first front, see L.A. Boland, "Time in Economics vs Economics in Time: the Hayek Problem," Canadian Journal of Economics (May 1978); on the second front, the flavour of the quasi-mystical arguments of that sort is best conveyed by Jacques Ellul, La technique (Paris: A. Colin, 1954), In context of Canadian urban studies, one may find examples of over-explanations of both sorts: overemphasizing the role of one social group or of technological change such as electrification.

26. These points are developed fully in Gilles Paquet and Jean-Pierre Wallot, "Pour une méso-histoire du XIXe siècle canadien," section 5.


30. This issue contains vignettes of Halifax, Saint John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

31. We would like to introduce here a distinction proposed by Mancur Olson Jr. between source and cause of growth. "The sources of growth have the same relationship to the causes of growth as the small streams and lakes that are the 'sources' for a river have to the meteorological and geological phenomena that 'explain' why a given watershed has the location, shape, flow of water that it has." M. Olson, The Political Economy of Comparative Growth Rates (mimeo without date).


34. Such a position would parallel what has been found in the analyses of the evolution of large-scale organizations like enterprises. In a sense, Lampard's dynamics for the city is very much like Stigler's dynamics for the growth of the firm. The Lampard/Stigler approach insists on the differentiation/specialization mechanism with the consequence that market-type mechanisms continue to be the main co-ordinating mechanism for flows of goods, services and information. The alternative approach stresses the integration and agglomeration mechanisms with the consequence that a greater importance accrues to administrative mechanisms in the co-ordination of activities. The point was made in connection with the theory of the firm by A. Chandler, "Institutional Integration: An Approach to Comparative Studies of the History of the Large Scale Enterprise," Revue économique (March 1976), pp. 177-199.


37. The concept of economic shadow is developed in D.M. Ray, Market Potential and Economic Shadow (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago, Dept. of Geography, 1965). In another paper published in 1966 in S. Ostry and T.K. Rymes, eds., Regional Statistical Studies, Ray shows that the differential between rates of growth in manufacturing over recent years have been accompanied by differences in important socio-economic characteristics. It is clear that the foreign ownership phenomenon is not as important in the late nineteenth century as it is now, but it illustrates sharply that the forces shaping the Canadian cities may be continental and may have been continental ever since the late nineteenth century.

38. Francois Perroux defines 'L'emprise de structure' as "la combinaison des actions asymétriques exercées plus ou moins durablement par un sous-ensemble. A sur un sous-ensemble B qui tendent à substituer, à la décision de B, la décision de A." (Paris, 1969), p. 117. This has some of the flavour if not the tone of the dependency literature.